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Abstract
Let B(M) denote the collection of bases of a matroid M . Truemper showed that if M1
and M2 are connected matroids having the same ground set and the symmetric dierence
B(M1)B(M2) has cardinality one, then one of M1 and M2 is obtained from the other by relax-
ing a circuit-hyperplane. This paper shows that, apart from a trivial exception, a pair of connected
matroids M1 and M2 having the same ground set and the property that jB(M1)B(M2)j=2 must
also be related via the relaxation operation. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The notation and terminology used here will follow Oxley [2]. In particular, the
ground set, independent sets, bases, and circuits of a matroid M will be denoted by
E(M); I(M); B(M), and C(M), respectively. The dual of a matroid M will be de-
noted by M, and r(M) will denote the rank of M . The rank-r uniform matroid on
n elements will be denoted by Ur;n, while the direct sum [see for example 2, p. 130]
of two matroids M1 and M2 will be represented by M1 M2. If x and y are elements
of a matroid M such that fx; yg is a circuit, then we shall say that x and y are in
parallel. When we add a single element to a set X or remove a single element from
X , we will often abbreviate X [ feg and X − feg to X [ e and X − e, respectively.
The symmetric dierence of sets X and Y will be denoted by XY .
Let n be a positive integer. The matroid M is n-connected if, for all positive integers
k <n, there is no partition (X; Y ) of E(M) such that jX j; jY j>k and r(X ) + r(Y )−
r(M)= k−1. We shall say that a matroid is connected exactly when it is 2-connected.
A circuit-hyperplane C of a matroid M is a subset of E(M) that is both a circuit
and a hyperplane of M . Kahn [1] noted that a new matroid on E(M) denoted M 0,
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Fig. 1. Successive relaxations of the matroid M (K4).
can be obtained from M by declaring the circuit-hyperplane C of M to be a basis of
M 0 so that B(M 0) = B(M) [ fCg. We call M 0 a relaxation of M and say that the
matroid M 0 is obtained from M by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane C. For example,
the non-Fano matroid may be obtained from the Fano matroid by relaxing a circuit-
hyperplane.
If a matroid M can be obtained from another matroid N by relaxing two circuit-
hyperplanes, then we say M is a double relaxation of N . For example, Fig. 1 shows
the geometric representations of M (K4), a relaxation of M (K4), and a double relaxation
of M (K4).
It is clear from the denition that a relaxation M 0 of a matroid M has one more
basis than M . Conversely, Truemper [3, Lemma 6] showed that if M1 and M2 are
matroids having the same ground set and the property that jB(M1)B(M2)j=1, then,
ignoring common loops and coloops, one of the matroids is a relaxation of the other.
In particular, he proved the following result.
Theorem 1. Suppose M1 and M2 are matroids on a set E such that B(M2)=B(M1)[
fX g. Let T = fe 2 E: e is a loop of M1 and M2 or e is a coloop of M1 and M2g.
Then the matroid M2nT is obtained from M1nT by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane
X − T of M1nT .
This paper establishes that a pair of connected matroids M1 and M2 on a com-
mon ground set E such that jEj>2 and jB(M1)B(M2)j= 2 must be related via the
relaxation operation. The following theorem is the main result of the paper.
Theorem 2. Suppose M1 and M2 are connected matroids on a common ground set E
such that jB(M1)B(M2)j= 2. Then
(a) one of M1 and M2 is a double relaxation of the other; or
(b) M1 and M2 relax to the same matroid; or
(c) there is a subset fe; fg of E that is a cocircuit of both M1 and M2 such that
one of M1ne; f and M2ne; f is a relaxation of the other; or
(d) there is a subset fe; fg of E that is a circuit of both M1 and M2 such that one
of M1=e; f and M2=e; f is a relaxation of the other; or
(e) fM1; M2g= fU0;1; U1;1g.
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Notice that if M1 and M2 are required to be 3-connected, then cases (c) and (d)
can be eliminated from the conclusion of the theorem. Since no 3-connected matroid
having at least 4 elements can have a circuit or cocircuit consisting of fewer than
3 elements [2, p. 273], cases (c) and (d) fail to apply to such matroids. Moreover,
the only 3-connected matroids on at most 3 elements having 2-element circuits or
cocircuits are U1;2; U1;3, and U2;3. Evidently, no pair of these matroids has collections
of bases that dier by two elements. Thus if M1 and M2 are 3-connected matroids on
a set E such that jEj>2 and jB(M1)B(M2)j = 2, then either M1 and M2 have an
identical relaxation or one of M1 and M2 can be obtained from the other by relaxing
two circuit-hyperplanes.
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Propositions 3{5, which will be proved
below. Evidently if M1 and M2 are matroids on a common ground set such that
jB(M1)B(M2)j= 2, then we may assume that one of the following holds:
(i) B(M1) =D[ fX1g and B(M2) =D[ fX2g where D is not a collection of bases
of a matroid; or
(ii) B(M1) =D [ fX1g and B(M2) =D [ fX2g where D is the collection of bases
of some matroid N ; or
(iii) B(M2) =B(M1) [ fB1; B2g.
Each of these cases will be analyzed separately. Recall that a set B of subsets of a
set E is the collection of bases of a matroid on E if and only if B is non-empty, and
whenever B1 and B2 are members of B with x 2 B1 − B2, there is an element y of
B2−B1 such that (B1− x)[y 2 B [2; 1:2:5]. Therefore if (i) holds, either D is empty,
or there are sets B1 and B2 in D such that, for an element x in B1 − B2 and each
y in B2 − B1, the set (B1 − x) [ y is not a member of D. The following proposition
establishes the relationship between M1 and M2 if (i) holds.
Proposition 3. Suppose M1 and M2 are distinct matroids on a set E such that
B(M1) = D [ fX1g and B(M2) = D [ fX2g where D is not a collection of bases
of a matroid. Let T = f e 2 E : e is a loop of M1 and M2 or e is a coloop of M1
and M2g. Then
(a) M1nT and M2nT relax to the same matroid; or
(b) M1 = Uj;j  U0;k and M2 = Ul;l  U0;m for nonnegative integers j; k; l; and m
such that j + k = jEj and l+ m= jEj.
Proof. Assume that D is the empty set. Then B(M1) = fX1g; B(M2) = fX2g, and
X1 6= X2. It follows that M1 = Uj;j  U0;k and M2 = Ul;l  U0;m for nonnegative
integers j; k; l; and m such that j + k = jEj and l + m = jEj. The only such pair of
connected matroids is M1 = U1;1 and M2 = U0;1 which occurs when j = m = 1 and
k = l = 0. We may now assume that D is a nonempty set that is not a collection of
bases.
By the remarks preceding the proposition statement, there are sets B1 and B2 in D
with an element x in B1 − B2 such that, for each y in B2 − B1, the set (B1 − x)[ y is
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not a member of D. Moreover, as D [ fX1g is a collection of bases of a matroid, we
deduce that X1 = (B1 − x) [ y1 for some y1 in B2 − B1. Similarly, X2 = (B1 − x) [ y2
for some y2 in B2 − B1. Dene Y to be B1 − x. Then B(M1) = D [ fY [ y1g and
B(M2) =D [ fY [ y2g. Evidently, an element e of E − fy1; y2g is a coloop of M1 if
and only if e is a coloop of M2. Similarly, an element e of E − fy1; y2g is a loop of
M1 if and only if e is a loop of M2. Thus we may assume that M1 and M2 have no
loops or coloops except possibly y1 or y2.
Next we show that Y [ y1 is a circuit of M2 and Y [ y2 is a circuit of M1. Let w
be an element of Y . Since w is not a coloop of M1, it follows that the independent set
(Y [ y1)− w is contained in some basis B of M1 other than Y [ y1. Now, as B 2 D,
the set B must also be a basis of M2, and we conclude that (Y [y1)−w is independent
in M2. Moreover, the set Y is independent in M2 as it is a subset of the basis Y [ y2.
Thus, (Y [ y1)−w is an independent set in M2 for each w in Y [ y1. Since Y [ y1 is
a dependent set in M2, it follows that Y [ y1 is a circuit of M2. By symmetry, Y [ y2
is a circuit of M1.
Now B(M1 ) = fE − D: D 2 Dg [ fE − (Y [ y1)g and B(M2 ) = fE − D: D 2
Dg [ fE − (Y [ y2)g. By duality, the preceding argument shows that E − (Y [ y1) is
a circuit of M2 and E − (Y [ y2) is a circuit of M1 . Thus Y [ y1 and Y [ y2 are
circuit-hyperplanes of M2 and M1, respectively. The relaxation M 01 obtained by relaxing
the circuit-hyperplane Y [y2 of M1 has D[fY [y1; Y [y2g as its collection of bases.
The matroid M 02 obtained from M2 by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane Y [ y1 also has
D[fY [y1; Y [y2g as its collection of bases. Thus M1 and M2 each relax to the same
matroid and the proposition holds.
The next result characterizes the matroids M1 and M2 on the ground set E such that
B(M1)=D[fX1g and B(M2)=D[fX2g where D is the collection of bases of some
matroid N . In this case, if common loops and coloops are ignored, then M1 and M2
are either disconnected or are relaxations of N which share an identical relaxation. The
proof involves analyzing the elements of E that are loops or coloops of exactly one of
the matroids M1 and M2.
Proposition 4. Suppose M1 and M2 are distinct matroids on a set E such that B(M1)=
D[fX1g and B(M2)=D[fX2g where D is the collection of bases of some matroid
N. Let T = f e 2 E: e is a loop of M1 and M2 or e is a coloop of M1 and M2g.
Then
(a) N nT relaxes to both M1nT and M2nT; and these matroids relax to the same
matroid; or
(b) M1nT = U2;3  U0;1 and M2nT = U1;3  U1;1; or
(c) M1nT = U1;1  U0;1  U1;2 and M2nT = U1;1  U0;1  U1;2 where the elements
in the parallel class of M2nT become the loop and coloop of M1nT ; or
(d) M1nT = U0;1 U1;k and M2nT = U0;1 U1;k where the loops in these matroids
are labelled by dierent elements; or
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(e) M1nT = U1;1  Uk−1;k and M2nT = U1;1  Uk−1;k where the coloops in these
matroids are labelled by dierent elements.
Proof. Since D is a collection of bases of a matroid, D 6= ;. Moreover, if D = f;g,
then X1 = X2 = ; and B(M1) = B(M2); a contradiction. So we may assume that D
consists of one or more non-empty sets.
For i=1; 2, let Ti = fx 2 E : x is a loop or coloop of Mig. Then Theorem 1 implies
that
M1nT1 is a relaxation of N nT1; and M2nT2 is a relaxation of N nT2: (1)
Now let T = T1 \ T2, and suppose x is an element of T that is a loop of M1 and a
coloop of M2. Then as x is a loop of M1 and B(M1) =D [ fX1g, we have that x is
in no sets in D. But x is in every set in D since it is a coloop of M2. As a result of
this contradiction, we conclude that if x 2 T , then either x is a loop of both M1 and
M2, or x is a coloop of both M1 and M2.
If T1 = T2, then Theorem 1 implies that M1nT1 and M2nT2 are both relaxations
of N nT . Suppose M1nT is obtained from N nT by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane X
and M2nT is obtained from N nT by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane Y . Then X is a
circuit-hyperplane of M2nT and Y is a circuit-hyperplane of M1nT . Moreover, the
relaxation of Y in M1nT yields a matroid having B(N nT )[fX; Yg as its collection of
bases. Similarly, the relaxation of X in M2nT yields a matroid having B(N nT )[fX; Yg
as its collection of bases. Therefore, M1nT and M2nT have a common relaxation and
the proposition holds.
We now show that jT1 − T2j62 and jT2 − T1j62. First we show that T1 − T2 con-
tains at most one loop of M1. Suppose not. Let the elements x and y of T1 − T2
be loops of M1. Then x and y are neither loops nor coloops of M2. However, as x
and y are loops of M1, both x and y must also be loops of N and N nT2. Since it
has two loops, the matroid N nT2 contains no circuit-hyperplanes. As a result of this
contradiction to (1), we conclude that T1 − T2 contains at most one loop of M1. By
symmetry T2 − T1 contains at most one loop of M2. Dually, T1 − T2 and T2 − T1 each
contain at most one coloop of M1 and M2, respectively. It follows that jT1 − T2j62
and jT2 − T1j62. Furthermore, if for i and j in f1; 2g, the set Ti − Tj = fx; yg,
then exactly one of fx; yg is a loop of Mi and exactly one of fx; yg is a coloop
of Mi.
We now show that neither of the sets T1 and T2 is properly contained in the other
set. Suppose that T2T1 and the element x of T1 − T2 is a loop of M1. Then x
is a loop of N and N nT2, but x is not a loop of M2 or M2nT2. Since M2nT2
can be obtained from N nT2 by relaxing a circuit-hyperplane, we conclude that the
circuit-hyperplane that is relaxed is fxg. Thus N nT2 = U1;kU0;1 for some 16k6n−1
with x being the loop. As T2 is a proper subset of T1 it follows that N nT1 = U1;k .
Then, contrary to (1), the matroid N nT1 has no circuit-hyperplane to be relaxed.
We conclude that T2 is not a proper subset of T1. By symmetry and duality we
deduce that neither of the sets T1 and T2 is properly contained in the other set.
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Therefore, as jT1 − T2j62 and jT2 − T1j62, the cardinality of T1T2 is one of 2, 3,
or 4.
If jT1T2j=2, then we may assume that T1− T2 = fxg and T2− T1 = fyg. Assume
also that x and y are loops of M1 and M2, respectively. Then x is a loop of N
and N nT2. Thus (1) implies that M2nT2 can be obtained from N nT2 by relaxing the
circuit-hyperplane fxg. Thus N nT2 = U1;kU0;1 where x is the loop, and M2nT2 = U1;k .
Since y is a loop of M2, it follows that M2nT = U1;k  U0;1 with y being dependent.
By symmetry, M1nT is isomorphic to U1;k  U0;1 with x as a loop. If T1 − T2 = fxg,
T2 − T1 = fyg, and x and y are coloops of M1 and M2, respectively, then by duality
M1nT and M2nT satisfy (e) and the theorem holds.
Now suppose that T1− T2 = fxg where x is a loop of M1, and T2− T1 = fyg where
y is a coloop of M2. Then x is a loop of N and N nT2, while y is a coloop of N and
N nT1. Since x is dependent in N nT2 and independent in M2nT2, it follows from (1)
that M2nT2 can be obtained from N nT2 by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane fxg. Thus
N nT2 = U0;1  U1;k and M2nT2 = U1;k . Adjoining y to N nT2, we see that N nT is
isomorphic to U1;k  U0;1  U1;1 where x is the loop and y is the coloop. It follows
that N1 nT1 = U1;k U1;1. Since N nT1 has a circuit-hyperplane, we conclude that k=2
and N nT1 = U1;2U1;1. Therefore, N nT is isomorphic to U1;2U0;1U1;1 where x is
the loop and y is the coloop. Thus M1nT = U2;3  U0;1 with x as the loop. Similarly,
M2nT = U1;3  U1;1 where y is the coloop.
Now recall that for fi; jg = f1; 2g, the set Ti − Tj contains at most one loop and
at most one coloop of Mi. Thus if jT1T2j = 3, then, without loss of generality, we
may assume that T1 − T2 = fx; yg where x is a loop and y is a coloop of M1 and
T2 − T1 = fzg. Then x is a loop and y is a coloop of N nT2. Since N nT2 relaxes
to M2nT2, we deduce that fxg is a circuit-hyperplane of N nT2 and E − T2 = fx; yg.
Thus E − T = fx; y; zg. Then N nT1 consists of the element z. In particular, contrary
to (1), the matroid N nT1 has no circuit-hyperplane which relaxes to yield M1nT1. We
conclude that jT1T2j 6= 3.
If jT1T2j = 4, then we may assume that T1 − T2 = fw; xg where w is a loop
of M1 and x is a coloop of M1, while T2 − T1 = fy; zg where y is a loop of M2
and z is a coloop of M2. It follows that y is a loop of N nT1 and z is a coloop of
N nT1. It follows from (1) that M1nT1 is obtained from N nT1 by relaxing fyg, and
E − T1 = fy; zg. Thus N nT1 consists of a loop y and a coloop z. Therefore, M1nT1
is just the parallel class fy; zg. Similarly M2nT2 is obtained from N nT2 by relaxing
the circuit-hyperplane fwg and E − T2 = fw; xg. Since N nT2 consists of a loop and a
coloop labelled w and x, respectively, it follows that M2nT2 is just the parallel class
fx; wg. Therefore, M2nT = U1;2U1;1U0;1, where the coloop is z, the loop is y and
the elements x and w comprise the parallel class. Likewise M1nT = U1;2U1;1U0;1,
where the coloop is x, the loop is w and the elements z and y comprise the parallel
class.
The next proposition determines the relationship between the matroids M1 and M2
on a common ground set if B(M2) = B(M1) [ fB1; B2g. One possibility is that both
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Fig. 2. B(M2) =B(M1) [ ff2; 4; 6; eg; f2; 4; 6; fgg:
M1 and M2 have fe; fg as a 2-element cocircuit, and, ignoring common loops and
coloops, the corresponding hyperplanes M1ne; f and M2ne; f are related via relaxation.
For example, Fig. 2 shows the geometric representation of matroids M1 and M2 having
a 2-element cocircuit fe; fg. Moreover, the non-Fano matroid, M2ne; f, is obtained
from the Fano matroid, M1ne; f, by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane f2; 4; 6g.
Proposition 5. Suppose M1 and M2 are distinct matroids on a set E such that
B(M2) = B(M1) [ fB1; B2g. Let T = f e 2 E: e is a loop of M1 and M2 or e is
a coloop of M1 and M2g. Then
(a) M2nT is a double relaxation of M1nT ; or
(b) there is a subset fe; fg of E that is a cocircuit of both M1nT and M2nT so
that one of M1n(T [ fe; fg) and M2n(T [ fe; fg) is a relaxation of the other; or
(c) there is a subset fe; fg of E that is a circuit of both M1nT and M2nT so that
one of M1nT=e; f and M2nT=e; f is a relaxation of the other; or
(d) M1nT = U1; n−2  U0;2 and M2 = U1; n; or
(e) M1nT = Un−3; n−2  U2;2 and M2 = Un−1; n.
Proof. Let T2=fx 2 E: x is a loop or coloop of M2g. Since B(M2)=B(M1)[fB1; B2g,
the element e is a coloop of M2 only if it is a coloop of M1, and f is a loop of M2
only if it is a loop of M1. Thus T equals T2. Delete all elements of E that are loops
or coloops of M2. Therefore, we may assume that M2 has no loops or coloops.
Since B1 and B2 are not bases of M1, they must be dependent in M1. Assume that B1
is not a circuit of M1, and let e be an element of B1. Since e is not a coloop of M2, the
set B1−e is contained in a basis of M2ne; that is, a basis of M2. Therefore, either B1−e
is contained in a basis of M1, or B1−eB2. But if B1−e 2 I(M1) for every e in B1,
then B1 2 C(M1); a contradiction. So there is an element e such that B1−eB2. Hence
there is an element f such that B2 − fB1. Thus B(M2) =B(M1) [ fX [ e; X [ fg
where X = B1 \ B2. If X = ;, then B(M2) = B(M1) [ ffeg; ffgg. It follows that
M2 = U1; n and M1 = U1; n−2  U0;2 where the elements e and f are the loops in M1.
We now assume that X is non-empty.
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Suppose that x is an element other than e of the basis X [ e of M2. Now (X [ e)− x
is contained in a basis of M2nx. Since x is not a coloop of M1 or M2, it follows that
B(M2nx) =B(M1nx). Thus (X [ e)− x is contained in a basis of M1nx. Moreover, as
x is not a coloop of M1, the basis of M1nx which contains (X [ e)− x is also a basis
of M1. Therefore, for all x in X , the set (X [ e) − x is independent in M1. Now, as
X [ e is dependent in M1, and we have assumed that X [ e is not a circuit of M1, we
deduce that X is a circuit of M1.
Now consider the set fe; fg. Since e and f are not coloops of M2, either fe; fg
is a cocircuit of M2 or r(M2ne; f) = r(M2). Since X 2 I(M2ne; f), we conclude that
X is contained in a basis of M2ne; f. But if r(M2ne; f) = r(M2), then the basis of
M2ne; f that contains X is a basis of M2 other than X [ e or X [ f. In other words,
X is contained in a basis of M1. As this contradicts the fact that X is a circuit of M1,
we conclude that fe; fg is a cocircuit of M2. Thus f is a coloop of M2ne and hence
f is a coloop of M1ne. Similarly, e is a coloop of M1nf. So either feg and ffg are
coloops of M1 or M1 has fe; fg as a cocircuit.
First suppose that fe; fg is a cocircuit of M2 while e and f are coloops of M1.
Now B(M2) = B(M1) [ fX [ e; X [ fg. Since e is a coloop of M1 but not of M2,
we have that B(M2ne) = fX [ fg. Thus M2ne = Un−1; n−1 and E = X [ fe; fg.
Now, as X is a circuit of M1 and e and f are coloops of M1, we deduce that M1
= Un−3; n−2  U2;2. So B(M1) = f(X − x) [ fe; fg: x 2 X g while B(M2) =B(M1) [
fX [e; X [fg. Now fe; fg is not a circuit of M2, for if it were, (X −x)[fe; fg would
not be a basis of M2. Since M2 has no coloops, every element of M2 is in a circuit.
Now, as X [ e, X [ f, and f(X − x) [ fe; fg: x 2 X g are bases of M2, the matroid
M2 is a circuit on X [ fe; fg. Thus M2 = Un−1; n while M1 = Un−3; n−2  U2;2, and
(e) holds.
Now suppose that the set fe; fg is a cocircuit of both M1 and M2. Then r(M1ne; f)=
r(M1)− 1= r(M2)− 1= r(M2ne; f). Thus X is a basis of M2ne; f and B(M2ne; f) =
B(M1ne; f) [ fX g. Then (b) holds since Theorem 1 implies that M2ne; f is obtained
from M1ne; f by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane X of M1ne; f.
So if B1 is not a circuit of M1, then (b) or (e) holds. By symmetry, the result also
holds if B2 is not a circuit of M1. Moreover, if E − B1 or E − B2 is not a circuit of
M1 , then by duality (c) or (d) holds. Thus we may assume that B1 and B2 are circuits
of M1 while E − B1 and E − B2 are circuits of M1 . Therefore, the sets B1 and B2 are
circuit-hyperplanes of M1. In this case, (a) holds since M2 is obtained from M1 by
relaxing B1 and B2. This completes the proof of Proposition 5 and thereby nishes the
proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 characterizes, in terms of the relaxation operation, pairs of matroids
on the same ground set whose collections of bases dier by two elements. Any ma-
troid having two distinct circuit-hyperplanes gives rise to two such pairs of matroids.
To see this, let N be a matroid having circuit-hyperplanes X and Y . Then Y is a
circuit-hyperplane in the matroid M1 obtained from N by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane
X . Similarly, X is a circuit-hyperplane in the matroid M2 obtained from N by relaxing
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Fig. 3. jB(N )B(M)j = 2 and jB(M1)B(M2)j = 2:
Fig. 4. Although there is no matroid which relaxes to M1 and M2, these matroids share an identical relaxation
and jB(M1)B(M2)j = 2.
the circuit-hyperplane Y . Thus the relaxation of Y in M1 and the relaxation of X in
M2 yield the same matroid M . Clearly jB(N )B(M)j= 2 and jB(M1)B(M2)j= 2.
An example of a matroid with two distinct circuit-hyperplanes and the correspond-
ing pairs of matroids whose collections of bases dier by two elements is given in
Fig. 3.
It is also possible that M1 and M2 share an identical relaxation even though there
is no matroid which relaxes to both M1 and M2. Fig. 4 shows such an example and
the following theorem establishes that this can occur only if the circuit-hyperplanes of
M1 and M2 that are relaxed have as many common elements as possible. A fact [1; 2,
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1.5.13] that will be helpful in the proof of this result is that if M 0 is obtained from M
by relaxing the circuit-hyperplane X , then
C(M 0) = (C(M)− fX g) [ fX [ e: e 2 E(M)− X g: (2)
Theorem 6. Suppose M; M1; and M2 are rank-r matroids on E such that M is
obtained from M1 and M2 by relaxing the circuit-hyperplanes X and Y; respec-
tively. There is a matroid N such that the relaxation of Y in N yields M1 and the
relaxation of X in N yields M2 if and only if jX \ Y j<r − 1.
Proof. First assume there is a matroid N that yields M1 and M2 when the circuit-
hyperplanes Y and X , respectively, are relaxed. As X 6= Y , and jX j = jY j = r, we
conclude that jX \ Y j<r. Suppose jX \ Y j= r − 1. Then X − Y consists of a single
element. Since X is a circuit this contradicts the fact that Y is a at. We conclude that
jX \ Y j<r − 1.
Now suppose that M is obtained from the matroids M1 and M2 by relaxing the
circuit-hyperplanes X and Y , respectively. In addition, assume jX \ Y j<r − 1. Now
B(M) = B(M1) [ fX g and B(M) = B(M2) [ fYg. Thus jX j = jY j = r. Moreover,
as X 6= Y , we deduce that Y is a basis of M1. Now, as the relaxation of Y in M2
yields M , statement (2) implies that for each e in E − Y , the set Y [ e is a circuit
of M . Since the relaxation of X in M1 yields M , statement (2) also implies that
C(M1) = (C(M) [ fX g) − fX [ e: e 2 E(M) − X g. Therefore, as jX \ Y j<r − 1,
the set Y [ e 2 C(M1) for all e in E − Y . Thus Y is a non-empty proper subset of
E that is a basis of M1 with the property that, for all e in E − Y , the set Y [ e 2
C(M1). It follows that there is a matroid P on E that has Y as a circuit-hyperplane
and the relaxation of Y in P yields M1. By symmetry, there is a matroid Q on E
that has X as a circuit-hyperplane and the relaxation of X in Q yields M2. Since
B(M1)[fX g=B(M2)[fYg, we have that B(P)=B(M1)−fYg=B(M2)−fX g=B(Q).
Thus P = Q and the theorem holds.
Truemper’s result implies that if M1 and M2 are connected matroids on a set E
such that jB(M1)B(M2)j = 1, then one of M1 and M2 is a relaxation of the other.
It follows from Theorem 2 that if M1 and M2 are 3-connected matroids on a set E
such that jEj>2 and jB(M1)B(M2)j = 2, then either M1 and M2 have an identical
relaxation or one of M1 and M2 is a double relaxation of the other. A possible extension
of these results is detailed in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7. Let j and k be positive integers with j<k. Suppose M1 and M2 are
(k + 1)-connected matroids on a set E where jEj>2. If jB(M1)B(M2)j = k; then
either
(a) one of M1 and M2 has k circuit-hyperplanes that can all be relaxed to yield the
other matroid; or
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(b) there is a matroid N on E that is obtained from M1 and M2 by relaxing j and
k − j circuit-hyperplanes; respectively.
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